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Media Studies - Hollywood Film

Feminist Readings
The horror genre has been a fertile ground 
for academic discussion regarding gender 
roles and audience positioning. In its earliest 
iterations, female characters in horror were 
often victims. The hyperbolic nature of the 
genre often depicted extreme violence being 

visited upon women. However, women are 
frequently the heroes of horror films too, 
and the narratives of horror have often 
focussed successfully on specifically female 
issues. 

Three important film critics who have written about the role of women in cinema are Molly 
Haskell, Carol J. Clover and Barbara Creed.

Molly Haskell argued that in films there were three main roles a woman could fulfil.

1. The Extraordinary woman -These women were strong and powerful figures.

2. The Ordinary woman - These were passive women who were often a victim.

3. The Ordinary woman who becomes Extraordinary - The victims who rise, or   
 endure.

Haskell also proposed that ‘the domestic and the romantic are entwined, one redeeming the 
other, in the theme of self-sacrifice’. 

According to Haskell, female characters often sacrifice themselves for their children or 
partner. 

Carol J. Clover wrote a very important study of horror called Men, Women and Chainsaws. 
In it “Clover explains an important reason as to why the victim-later-hero is female; as 
she is being stalked and hunted, she is to scream, cry, and hide – to feel terror, a characteristic 
associated with the feminine. She is androgynous enough for the male viewer, feeling the 
feminine terror but ‘not so feminine as to disturb the structures of male competence and 
sexuality.’”  https://goo.gl/sLPWgo

Clover argues that in horror, women can find agency but this agency often depends on 
female characters acting in stereotypically masculine way.

Barbara Creed looks at films which construct the feminine as monstrous. Her argument is 
that terror is created by certain aspects that relate to femininity and aspects of ‘mothering 
functions’. These features are exaggerated within horror to create fear and terrifying 
spectacle.
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Task
Consider the two films that you are studying. To which extent are these quotes 
applicable to each text? Do you agree or disagree with the critics? 

Create an argument that acknowledges the relevance of each critical theory to your 
film. 

 » Is there a difference in the manner in which each film represents women?

 » In what ways are we encouraged to identify with the female characters in the film, and  
 in what ways are we encouraged to fear female characters?

 » What function do the male characters in each film have?

 » Using Hall’s reception theory, is it possible for different audiences to have different   
 readings of these films, based on the importance of women to each narrative?


